Introduction
In correlation analysis to determine the strength of association between two variables that do not satisfy the usual assumption of normality for a valid and proper use of parametric methods, the use of non parametric techniques is indicated and preferable. A frequently used measure of association in these cases is the well known spearman simple rank correlation coefficient which uses only the ranks rather than the raw scores themselves (Gibbons, 1971; Hollander and Wolfe, 1973; Siegel, 1956; Maritz, 1981) .
However a necessary assumption for the use of spearman rank correlation coefficient is that the populations of interest be continuous. This would in effect mean that the probability that any two observations from each of the sampled populations have exactly the same value is at least theoretically zero. But in practice ties do occur and their effects especially if these ties are not few, may seriously affect the results obtained in the analysis, sometimes resulting in misleading conclusions. Now if these are no tied observations in any of the populations of interest being correlated, then the usual expression for the estimations of spearman rank correlation coefficient may be applied using the ranks assigned separately to the sampled observations from each of the populations.
However when some of the observations from the sampled population are tied and hence assigned their mean ranks, then even though the ranks assigned to the observations from each population have a unique sum whether or not there are tied ranks, the sum of squares of these ranks depends on whether the observations are tied and hence assigned mean ranks or whether each observation in the sample has a unique rank assigned to it.
The sum of squares of assigned ranks in the presence of ties, especially if these ties are not few, is often smaller in value than the corresponding sum of squares of assigned ranks in the absence of ties between observations in the population.
Thus specifically the value of the sums of squares in the denominator of the regular or usual expression for the estimation of spearman simple rank correlation coefficient or not there are tied observations in these populations. If some of these observations are tied in value and hence assigned their mean ranks, then without proper adjustments to reflect these ties in ranks, then use of the regular expression for the estimation of spearman simple rank correlation coefficient would yield rather larger values of the sum of squares in the denominator of the expression and may hence result in the eventual underestimation of the required rank correlation coefficient. Hence these sums of squares of rank need to be modified to adjust or correct for the possible effect of tied observations in the calculation of the correlation coefficient.
We in this paper propose, develop and present a method that would enable one modify and adjust the usual expression for the estimation of spearman rank correlation coefficient that factors in and reflects the possible presence of tied observations in the sampled populations in the calculation of sums of squares of assigned ranks and hence enable one obtain more efficient estimate of the rank correlation coefficient.
II. The Proposed Method
Let x i be the ith observation in a random sample of size 'n' drawn from population X, and y i be the ith observation in a random sample also of size n drawn from population Y, for i = 1, 2,…,n. Populations X and Y may be either related or independent populations. If X and Y are normally distributed and continuous, then the strength of association between the two populations may be measured using any of the usual parametric methods such as familiar Pearsons coefficient of correlation  p , estimated as In these cases use of non-parametric methods is now indicated and preferable. A non-parametric method that readily suggests its self for this purpose because of its relatively easy estimation is the Spearman simple rank correlation coefficient  s .
To estimate Spearman simple rank correlation coefficient between two populations X and Y which may now be measurements on as low as the ordinal scale and need not be continuous or even numbers, the observations drawn from each of these populations are each converted into ranks and then used in subsequent analyses.
Thus suppose r ix is the rank assigned to x i , the ith observation drawn from population X and r iy is the rank assigned to y i , the ith observation drawn from population Y for i = 1,2,…,n. Then the Spearman simple rank correlation coefficient  s between populations X and Y is estimated as However under the usual assumption of continuity often required for populations X and Y for a valid and proper use of Spearman simple correlation coefficient, then the probability that any two observations from population X having exactly equal values and also the probability that any two observations from population Y having exactly equal values are theoretically zero (Maritz, 1981) . Hence under this assumption, since the ranks assigned to the sample observations from the populations are values of the first set of positive integers, we would have that the sum of squares of the ranks are
Hence using Equation 3 
Where
is the difference between the rank r ix assigned to the ith observation from population X, and the rank r iy assigned to the corresponding ith observation from population Y for i = 1, 2, …,n.
As noted above if there are no ties in the sampled populations X and Y, then Equations 4 or Equation 5 may equivalently be used to estimate Spearman simple rank correlation coefficient between populations X and Y. However in reality, ties do occur and the presence of tied observations, especially if they are not few, if not corrected and adjusted for in the analysis, may seriously affect the results of such analysis and may often invalidate or put in doubt any conclusions reached from the analysis.
Hence in the presence of tied observations in the sampled populations, to obtain more reliable results the simple rank correlation coefficient between populations X and Y is preferably estimated using Eqn. 2. Now the sums of squares of the ranks r ix and r iy in the denominator of Eqn. 2 depend, as noted above, on whether or not there are tied observations in populations X and Y and are often underestimated if in fact there are tied observations in the populations.
Hence to adjust for this possibility we may let r ix be the rank that would have been expected to be assigned to x i , the ith observation from population X if x i were not tied with any other observation from the population, and let ix r be the mean rank actually assigned to x i if this observation were tied with some other observations from population X. Similarly let r iy and iy r be respectively the corresponding rank or mean rank for y i , the ith observations from population Y, for i = 1, 2, …,n. Then in the presence of ties in the sampled populations X and Y, the Spearman simple rank correlation coefficient between the two populations is estimated as 
where d ix is the difference between r ix , the rank that would have been expected to be assigned to x i when not tied and ix r the rank that would have been actually assigned to x i when x i is tied with other observations from population X. The difference d iy is similarly defined for y i , the ith observation from population Y.
Using the results of Eqn. 9 in the denominator of Eqn 7. We have that the sum of the ranks r ix of observations from population X which reflects the presence of tied observations in X is The indicator u iy is similarly defined for 
Now x  is the proportion of observations from population X that are tied in value with some other observations from the population, its sample estimate is
Where 'f x ' is the number of sample observations from population X that are tied in values with some other observations from the same population and are hence assigned some mean ranks, so that the corresponding differences d ix are non-zero for some i = 1, 2,…,n. In other words 'f x ' is the number of 1's in the frequency distribution of the 'n' values of 1's and 0's in u ix , for i = 1, 2, . . . ,n. Using Eqn (18) in Eqn (10) we have that the sample estimate of the sum of squares of the ranks of observations from population X adjusted for ties in this population is 
Now using Eqn 19, we have that the estimated variance of population X in terms of assigned ranks when there are tied observations in this population, that is when the variance is adjusted or corrected for possible presence of tied observations is 
Now using Eqns 21 and 22 in Eqn 7 we obtain r xy.c , the sample estimate of ties adjusted or corrected Spearman simple rank correlation coefficient between populations X and Y adjusted or corrected for tied observations in these populations as 
Note that if there are actually tied observations in the sampled populations which are not adjusted for or corrected before estimating the required Spearman simple rank correlation coefficient then the expression that is usually used in the estimation is, strictly speaking, from Eqns 4 or 5 Ties adjusted or corrected Spearman partial rank correlation coefficient between populations X and Y holding observations from say population Z at constant levels is similarly estimated. This is done by first estimating r xy.c , the ties adjusted simple rank correlation coefficient between populations X and Y; r xz.c , the ties adjusted simple rank correlation coefficient between populations X and Z; and r yz.c , the ties adjusted simple rank correlation coefficient between populations Y and Z, using Eqn 23.
These ties adjusted or corrected simple rank correlation coefficients are now used to replace the corresponding ties unadjusted or uncorrected simple rank correlation coefficient r xy , r xz and r yz respectively in the usual expression for the estimation of Spearman partial rank correlation coefficient (Gibbons, 1973) given as    
No further problems should arise in the analysis. Furthermore all test statistics based on the usual, that is uncorrected or ties unadjusted Spearman rank correlation coefficients about strength of association between two populations remain essentially unchanged except that all ties unadjusted or uncorrected rank correlation coefficients in the expressions for the test statistics are now replaced with their ties adjusted or corrected counterparts.
III. Illustrative Example
The estimation of the proposed ties adjusted or corrected Spearman rank correlation coefficient is illustrated with the following data on the grades of a random sample of 16 students who took courses in Biology in two consecutive years in a University where one of the courses, course 1, is a prerequisite for the other course, course 2 with the following results. To apply the proposed method we would first rank student grades in each course here from the highest grade A + assigned the highest rank to the lowest grade F assigned the lowest rank. All Tied grades in each course are as usual assigned their mean ranks. The ranks of the grades in each course are shown above under the grades, here considered the actual assigned ranks designated by r i , in contrast to what is here referred to as the expected ranks, r' i , that would be assigned if the observations were not tied in values. Now applying Equation 13 to these ranks we obtain values of u i and other statistics shown in Table 1 for i = 1, 2, … ,16.
